Barrier-free building

Steel frames
Barrier-free building

Making life easier
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Design · Function · Efﬁciency

BOS Best Of Steel has been
manufacturing steel frames for doors
and windows for more than 40 years.
Consistent customer orientation,
reliability and punctuality as well as a
high level of ﬂexibility are at the heart
of our company.

Quality

Environment

BOS is the market leader in Germany
and at the forefront in many other
European countries. We place great
value on a high standard of quality in all
areas. The contribution made by every
member of staff plays an important part
in the mutual success of our customers
and BOS.
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Our solution:

Active leaf doors

Your requirement:

Comfort for all generations

´´Barrier-free living means a generation-spanning
improvement in quality of life.``
(Eckhard Feddersen of Feddersen Architects, Berlin)
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The pursuit of comfort covers all age ranges of
society. From young people to senior citizens
right through to people with special needs:
more comfort and as a result, more quality
of life.
Under this aspect, BOS designs and develops
its products as a partner of GGT German
Society for Gerontechnology.

Starting with the first consultation, BOS
sets the right course through its trained,
qualified employees, who develop appropriate
solutions.
BOS products can additionally be seen and
demonstrated by expert advisers in the show
rooms of:

This includes: Barrier-free living, residential
living, generation 50plus and comfortable
accessibility.

· GGT in Iserlohn
· Barrierefrei Leben e.V. in Hamburg
· Fraunhofer-inHaus-Centre in Duisburg
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Barrier-free building

First impressions of a building’s
character are given by the appearance
of the entrance area. Entrance areas
should be distinctive and barrier-free for

more comfort, ease of use and safety.
Whatever the design, we can offer an
appropriate and tailored solution.

Examples of different door solutions and their specific features:

1

2

3

1 Sliding door
no space required
2 Bi-fold door
small space requirement
3 Active leaf door larger space requirement

BOS offers barrier-free solutions for automatic sliding doors and active leaf
doors, in larger sizes and with concealed or visible door closers.
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A barrier-free design of rooms and their
entrances combines architecture, design and

technology fulfilling the demands of comfort,
freedom of movement and ease of operation.

Examples of our range of special sliding doors:
Telescopic sliding door

Double doors with synchronous drives

The next pages detail our sustainable solutions which comply with the requirements of

DIN 18040-1
DIN 18040-2
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Corner guards
Profile versions and dado rails

We offer various designs of corner
guard, to protect the edges and corners
of walls or reveals. Wheelchairs,
hospital beds and walking aids can
cause damage to walls. Our corner

guards prevent chips being made in
the plaster. This in turn means that a
well-kept impression is permanently
ensured.
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Pictogram explanation

Designers of barrier-free buildings have
to take into consideration many other
essential aspects, such as fire and
smoke protection, access control, sound
proofing as well as integrating hardware
solutions.

Fire protection

Barrier-free (wheelchair accessible)

Smoke protection

Integrated technology

Burglar resistance

Impaired vision

Sound proofing
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When combined with certified door
leaves, BOS products fulfill these
requirements. An appropriate pictogram
can be found next to the respective
solution.

Wider through-way widths
Sliding door running in front of the wall

LineaOutside
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Sliding doors of fer more
freedom of movement as you
pass through the door. No
space for opening an active
leaf door is required, as the
door slides in front of the wall.
As the entry case is mounted
in front of the wall, technical
elements are easily accessible
for maintenance at any time.
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It is also possible to convert an
already existing frame into a
sliding door frame.

Optimum freedom of movement
Sliding door running in the wall

LineaCompact
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LineaCompact is the ideal
solution where space is limited
as no space is required for
opening an active leaf door.

• one and two leaf designs
• suitable for all-glass doors
• simple door leaf installation
and setting adjustment

The frame and entry case are
completely pre-mounted. The
door leaf runs in the wall.

The modular design makes installation both quick and
simple.
For dry walls from 100mm wall thickness and brick walls
from 145mm.
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Optimum freedom of movement with comfort
Sliding door running in the wall with electric operator

LineaCompact-E
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LineaCompact-E is equipped
with the elec tric operator
DORMA CS 80 MAGNEO.
The LineaCompact-E offers a
particularly high level of comfort
and fur thermore, entering
and leaving the room is made
far easier for people with
disabilities.

Numerous special functions for
electric operators are available,
e.g. but tons, movement
sensors, remote control, manual
operation and many others.

LineaCompact-E combines the advantages of LineaCompact
(pages 12-13) with those of an electric operator.
For dry walls from 100mm wall thickness and brick walls
from 145mm.
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Reduces draughts, noise and odours
Sliding door running in the wall with circumferential sealing

LineaCompact-D
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LineaCompact-D is equipped
with a seal on four sides. This
effectively reduces draughts,
noise and odours.

Prepared for timber and steel door
leaves.

LineaCompact-D combines the advantages of LineaCompact
(pages 12-13) with those of a four sided circumferential seal.
For dry walls from 125mm wall thickness and brick walls
from 145mm.
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Supports and handles
Sliding door running in the wall

LineaCompact-S
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T he prof ile s of the entr y
case are reinforced in the
LineaCompact-S design. This
enables the fixing of loadbearing elements on both sides
of the wall.

Should there be a change in use,
hardware can still be mounted,
even years later.

LineaCompact-S is designed
to bear a load of up to 150kg
on each side, for example for
the mounting of grab handles
in bathrooms or hand rails in
corridors etc.

LineaCompact-S combines the advantages of LineaCompact
(pages 12-13) with those of a reinforced entry case.
For dry walls from 125mm wall thickness and brick walls
from 145mm.
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Freedom of movement without frame
Frameless sliding door

LineaBox
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The sliding door case LineaBox
is especially suitable for entrance
areas where minimalist design is
paramount for the through-way.
The unobtrusive design of
LineaBox allows the non-visible
element to match the design of
the wall, in a similar way to a
concealed door.

Further advantages:
• available with a concealed
inspection cover strip
• one and two leaf designs
• can be universally used in
combination with timber,
aluminium or steel frames
• made to measure

The modular design makes installation both quick and simple.
For dry walls from 100mm wall thickness.
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Comfortable through-way widths
A variety of designs for spacious living

Extra-wide frame
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All frames can be matched
to the individual floor plans
in both width and height and
manufactured accordingly.

The size of the frame is
determined by the needs of the
user, facilitating comfort and
ease of use.

Examples of a variety of profiles with clear design:
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Entry aid for beds
A combination of form and function

Barrier-free slanting sofﬁt frame
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In many buildings the availability
of space is not always ideal. The
space needed for manoeuvring
beds is too small and getting
into the room is made difficult
and strenuous.
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The special geometric shape of
the soffit of this frame provides
a larger entry area, making the
transportation of beds from
narrow corridors into rooms
significantly easier.

Finger protection
Perfect coordination of hinge and profile

SafetyDesign
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The SafetyDesign frame with
its special protection against
trapped fingers is particularly
recommended for living styles
where the safety of the residents
is important.

The round form of the architrave
and hinge means that it is
impossible for fingers to get
trapped in the hinge side of the
door when opening or closing it.
This design is also available as
an element with a top-light/side
part.

The pivot point of the door is in the centre of the
architrave radius, so that the door leaf remains the
same distance from the frame architrave at all times
when moving.
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Smaller pivoting range
Barrier-free bi-fold door

Special frame for bi-fold doors
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The special frame for a bifold door with an integrated
concealed overhead track is
absolutely ideal for buildings
where it is not possible to install
sliding doors. Due to the special
opening technique, only a small
amount of space is necessary to
open the door and the access to
the room is barrier-free.
There is a choice between timber
or glass door leaves.

pivotal
point
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For a comparison of space
requirements, please see the
illustrations on page 6.

Space requirement for a bi-fold
door:

More protection and comfort
Apartment entrances

Side part frame
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Solutions for ver y special
requirements naturally have to
fulfill the demands set for safety.
BOS steel frames with many
certified door leaves meet the
requirements for fire and smoke
protection, burglar resistance
and sound protection.

1
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For increased security, the
frames can be prepared for
multi-point locks and additionally
equipped with a hinge side
safeguard.
1 Latch adjustment
2 Multi-point locks
3 Door gap security

2

3

Contrast areas as impaired vision aid
High-contrast design

Side part frame with glass door
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To help people with impaired
vision to recognise glass areas
more easily, the glass is marked,
for example with matt stripes.
This visual aid, providing a
contrast between light and
dark at two specific heights (in
compliance with DIN 18040) helps
to avoid potential accidents.
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All BOS frames can be prepared
for this type of glazing.

Clear design
For sophisticated demands

ArtDeco
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ArtDeco frames offer exciting
new possibilities in architecture
and interior design. The steel
frame is enhanced by the
insertion of a second material.
These inserts can match the
style of floor material being
used, for example granite or
marble, or that of the finish of
the doors.

The door way can be given
special emphasis by using a
combination with aluminium or
glass, or by incorporating LED
lighting.
These frames create a continuous,
clear design within the building.

Your idea?
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Minimalist design
Unobtrusive frame

Sino
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Sino frames are characterized
by extremely small architraves,
giving them a dis tin c tive
appearance, allowing for a highclass yet unobtrusive style of
interior.

The elements are vir tually
invisible and match the style
of the wall in a similar way to a
concealed door.

Sino frames are designed for ﬂush doors.
For dry walls from 100mm wall thickness and brick walls
from 145mm.
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Sustainable design with function
Perfectly integrated modern technology

CasePlus Design
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Minimali s t ar c hi te c tur e –
maximum function.
CasePlusDesign is a system
for housing the elec tronic
components of the door and
building management. Designoriented glass tiles hide the
ele c tronic s . T he f rame is
integrated.
The built-in electronics are
completely interchangeable and
can be accessed for maintenance
easily at any time.
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Different lighting possibilities
can be accomodated within the
glass elements, such as escape
routes, guiding lights etc.
The design elements can be
arranged as required on both the
front and back face of the door:

Innovative design with LED
Modern design to set the scene

CasePlus LED
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Minimali s t ar c hi te c tur e –
maximum function.
CasePlus LED is a system
for housing the elec tronic
components of the door
and building management.
A plexiglass pane hides the
ele c tronic s . T he f rame is
integrated.
The LED lighting is an eyecatching feature in any interior.
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CasePlus LED can be illuminated
in white or coloured light and
can serve as an orientation
guide, corridor lighting or as an
impressive design statement.
The design elements can be
arranged as required on both the
front and back face of the door:

Design in many forms
Frame types to set the scene

Bi-fold door

CasePlus Design
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Sino

CasePlus LED

"The best is not always simple,
but simplicity is always the best!"

Design in many forms
Frame types to set the scene

LineaCompact

SafetyDesign
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LineaBox

LineaOutside

"The best is not always simple,
but simplicity is always the best!"

Important to know
Standards
BOS frames meet the recognised rules
of technology in the field of barrier-free
building as well as the requirements of
the current standards, for example DIN
18040-1 and 18040-2.

Material
Steel and stainless steel are particularly
robust and resilient.

Powder coating
BOS frames are available in all RAL
colours.

Hygiene
Steel and stainless steel are more
hygienic than timber. The surface of
stainless steel does not age or become
cracked or rough. Bacteria and fungi
cannot take hold or breed. Steel frames

with an anti-bacterial coating in all
RAL colours and fungicidal seals are
ideally suitable for stringent demands in
hygiene.

Radiation protection
BOS steel and stainless steel frames with
lead linings and suitable door leaves
meet these particular requirements.

Safety
Using BOS frames in combination with
many common certified makes of door
leaf meets the requirements for burglar
resistance, fire, smoke and sound
protection. Further safety features such
as multi-point locks, door gap security
and reinforced lock holes can also be
included.
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Details / Provisions
Provisions can
be made for:

Stainless steel
striking plate

V8618/BTV10200
hinge pockets

VX hinge pockets

Latch adjustment
For more details, please ask for the BOS Compendium.
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Concealed hinges

Architect Consulting Service
We are here for you!
The friendly team at BOS Architects Consulting
Service is always pleased to be of help:
Tel.:

+49 (0) 2572 203 204
+44 (0) 800 014 8985 (freephone)

Email: architects@BestOfSteel.co.uk

We can offer you:
• Advice about steel frames
• CAD drawings
• Support with written tender speciﬁcations
• BOS Compendium
• Brochures and ﬂyers
• Installation instructions
• Subject speciﬁc seminars for architects

Steel frames
Barrier-free building

Have a browse at
www.Barrierefreies-Bauen.com

BOS GmbH Best Of Steel
Lütkenfelde 4
D - 48282 Emsdetten
Tel.:
+49 (0) 25 72 - 203 - 0
Fax:
+49 (0) 25 72 - 203 - 109
E-Mail: info@BestOfSteel.de
www.BestOfSteel.de
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Monday to Thursday 8 am to 5 pm (CET)
Friday
8 am to 3 pm (CET)

Your specialist retailer

